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'Mac & Devin Go to High School' was released to DVD and Blu-ray on 3 January 2013.[8] The DVD
release has two bonus featurettes, 'Cops & Flippers: The Casting Of Mac & Devin Go to High School'

and 'The Making Of Mac & Devin Go to High School - The Movie'. The 'Cops & Flippers' featurette
features Jerry Seinfeld and Patton Oswalt, and was accompanied by a 'comedy duo' feature on their

collaboration of comedy sketches. Meanwhile, the Blu-ray version of the movie has an extended
'alternate ending', 'Old School Run & Gun: The Original Version' which features Snoop Dogg

performing the opening track of the soundtrack. The film's soundtrack was also released on the same
date. 'Young, Wild & Free' was the most popular song from the album[9] and was a huge success

worldwide: in its first week, the track sold 623,000 digital copies,[10] debuting at number three on
the US Billboard Hot 100 and 35 on the Canadian Hot 100. According to Billboard[11], the song sold
an estimated 871,000 digital copies in the United States in its first week, becoming the best-selling
single of 2012. The song also appeared in commercials for the 2012 Summer Olympics. The track

also sold 93,000 units in the UK, topping the Official Singles Chart, becoming the best-selling digital
single of 2012 in the UK.[12] The song sold a total of 1,000,000 digital copies in the United States

alone.[13] 'N. Hale' is a fictional high school in the American town of Yakima, Washington. The name
is based on the real-life Nate Dogg, the real-life Nate Dogg's wife, the real-life Nate Dogg's son Nate

Dogg Jr., and the N. Hail school district of Yakima. The story revolves around the main character, high
school senior Devin, who lives with his older brother Mac. Both are forced to go to 'N. Hale' from

Yakima High School because their parents are divorced and Mac is moving out. Despite their different
personalities, the brothers often argue, while Devin is a nerd and Mac is a 'bad boy' with a love of

cannabis, as his name suggests. Before any of the action at the start of the film, two seniors, Jimmy
and Teddy, "dopesters", try and score drugs from Devin. Jimmy is interrupted by Mac and Devin ends

up in a fight with Mac. However, as Devin attempts to leave, Mac stops him, and Teddy hits him in
the stomach with the butt of his handgun, and he collapses. With the help of Jimmy and Teddy, he

goes to the school infirmary, with both students coming to clean his wound with alcohol. A few
minutes later they receive a call from Mac, who asks them for help with his High School reunion.
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Just before Election Day, Devin
put a camera on his phone for a
behind-the-scenes look at what
it is really like to be Mac.[6] In

the clip, shot on Election Day, he
wears different items of clothing

and is seen walking down a
hallway in a wrestling singlet, a
plaid jacket and a baseball hat.
You can tell by the expression
on his face that he's thrilled to
be pulling a hooded sweatshirt

off his back. In addition to
releasing the 15-minute video,
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he also posted a statement on
the film's website, saying,

"Theres more to the story of how
Mac and Devin met, became

friends, and made this film than
what's on the screen. Now that

I've given you all the insight you
need, here's the truth: its hard
to make a film when youre in

college making six figures. After
spending a year working on the

documentary, which was half my
course load, I had to drop out of
school to make a film and while I
was in school the studios called

me. I don't know how I got out of
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school. I'm a stubborn f---."
Again, this election was

different. Instead of MTV, these
candidates were on MTV and

HBO. Instead of going to local TV-
spots, they knew exactly where

the country votes lived. The
election wasn't about trying to
win votes, it was about getting
out the vote. "Mac" and "Devin"
were a big part of the get-out-

the-vote operation, but so were
the hip-hop rappers. "Young,
Wild & Free" was released by
Giant on April 16, 2006. The
song spent 10 weeks on the
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Billboard Hot 100.[12] The song
was mixed by then- Wiz Khalifa ,
with the rest of the production
by DJ Cheese , and TrapNice .
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